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     MESSAGE 

 

Auctus Advisors is proud to be associated with the PHD Chambers and its Aviation Cell as the 

Knowledge Partner for Aviation Summit -2016.It gives us immense pleasure to play this part in the 

Summit. 

It has been fascinating to see the changes that Indian Aviation sector has gone through in last 10 

years from a close quarter. In this period we have witnessed creation of world-class airports in 

Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad and Bangalore on a PPP model.  Equally noteworthy is launch of multiple 

new low-frills airlines and the expansion in passenger and cargo air traffic.Passenger growth in India 

was the highest amongst large countries including Australia, Brazil, China, Japan, Russia and the US 

in 2015.FY16, in particular, is turning out to be an exciting year for the sector with many airlines 

returning to high profitability on back of weakening oil prices and bounce back in traffic. 

Also, on the policy front, Ministry of Civil Aviation has released the Draft National Aviation Policy.The 

policy sets a bold vision for the sector in terms of traffic to be achieved by 2022 and 2027. Significant 

emphasis this time around is on Regional & Remove connectivity. This is a great step for the sector, 

we applaud this Government’s endeavour for holistic and inclusive growth.Policy is holistic in nature 

and covers aspects ranging from creating enabling infrastructure, demand generation, incentivising 

airlines to start services in newer routes and generating funds for the scheme.This paper is an effort 

to start discussions around the roadmap required to take this policy forward, get additional 

viewpoints from the stakeholders.  

We wish this Aviation Summit all the best.  

 

       MANISH CHHEDA 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Civil Aviation is an integral part of any country s

infrastructure and a driver for economic

growth and development. Today, India is the

ninth largest aviation market in the world, with

potential to be third largest by 2020. According

to International Air Transport Association,

India currently is the fastest growing aviation

market in the world. There has been a rapid

expansion over the past decade in passenger

and freight traffic, number of operational

airports, number of aircrafts and also

investments in the sector. Numerous forward-

looking policies have also been enabled by

Government of India like the Open Skies Policy,

allowance for FDI in aviation sector, allowance

of direct ATF imports by airlines etc. in the

sector.

Despite these interventions, the gap between

potential and current air travel penetration

shows that India with 0.04 air trips per capita

per annum, is lagging behind developed

countries like the U.S. and Australia (50x India s

air travel penetration) and even developing

countries like China and Brazil (7-10x India s air

travel penetration). Economic studies

conducted across globe indicates that airports

contribute ~4% to GDP in developed countries

while ~1% to GDP in developing countries. This

potential for air traffic growth and its

subsequent economic impact requires

adequate government support to be fully

realized in India.

Indian Aviation sector is primed for growth

The Indian aviation sector is geared to become

the 3rd largest aviation market globally by 2025

with passenger traffic expected to increase to

378 Mn. from almost 190 Mn. in 2015 and

freight traffic expected to touch 11.4 Mn.

tonnes by 2032. In 2015, Boeing projected

India's demand for aircraft to touch 1,740,

valued at USD 240 Bn., over the next 20 years.

This would account for 4.3 per cent of global

volumes. This growth is expected to be driven

by certain key drivers:

• Increase in demand due to an expanding

middle class

• Improvement in the overall business

sentiment

• Rise in GDP per capita reaching USD 5,500

leaving greater disposable income with the

population (at a gross of USD 1.7 Tn. per year)

• Growth in travel and tourism industry

forecast to reach USD 271 Bn. by 2023

• Private sector participation in infrastructure

development through PPP model

 but challenges persist.

While the Indian Aviation Sector has a strong

base for growth, it has been constrained by

issues like lack of adequate infrastructure,

limited connectivity in remote and regional

areas, restrictive policies, distorted airline cost

structure on account of high ATF taxes, high

crude prices (historically) and declining rupee.

Initiatives for long term growth

Given the immense potential and

opportunities for the Indian Aviation Sector

and the issues being faced, it is crucial for the

government to formulate a dynamic and

interactive policy to encourage investment and

participation in the sector. In the recent years,

GoI has taken various initiatives to help this

sector achieve its full potential. However, air

travel remains a dream for most of the

population due to lack of connectivity, high

ticket prices and lack of incentives for the

airlines to expand to cities beyond the state

capitals.

This paper focuses on Remote & Regional

connectivity as a specific challenge and details

out the recommendations for ensuring

sustainable air connectivity to these areas.
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2. AVIATION	INDUSTRY	-	LANDSCAPE

2.1 ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Growth in GDP and Trade

India in 2015 emerged as the fastest growing

large economy with a promising outlook on the

back of controlled inflation, rise in domestic

demand, decline in oil prices and reforms

among others. In light of the government s

commitment to reforms, the outlook for

domestic macroeconomic parameters remains

optimistic and a growth of 7.4% is in the realm

of possibility in 2015-16.

Another indicator of positive business

sentiment is that, India s total merchandise

trade increased from USD 467 Bn. in FY 2010 to

USD 757 Bn. in FY 2015. Foreign Trade Policy

2015-2020 aims at increasing India s

merchandise and services exports to USD 900

Bn. by FY 2020.

Figure 1: Growth in GDP

Source: IMF, World Bank

Figure 2: Growth in Exports

Source: Exim Bank
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Govt. Initiatives to Boost Economic Growth

The Government reform agenda is also gaining

traction and shall keep up the economic

momentum in the long term. The focus area is

all round infrastructure development and

multiple ambitious programs are in works,

such as, USD 7 Bn. investment envisaged over

5 years for the Smart Cities initiative, building

20 Mn. homes for urban poor by 2022 at an

investment of USD 181 Bn. and 24x7 power for

all.

Another marquee initiative is Make in India

which envisions creating India as a

manufacturing hub and increasing

contribution of manufacturing to GDP in India

to 25%. Manufacturing being labour intensive,

success of this initiative would lead to job

creation. To ensure human capital is also built

to support these goals, the Skill India campaign

has been launched which prepares graduates

and workers for the skills needed by the

industry. The goal of the program is to train

400 Mn. people by 2022 through the National

Skill Development Corporation which would

eventually lead to labour reforms and

organization of informal sector.

To ensure smoother delivery of such

progressive programs, several governance

reforms have been undertaken. Under E-biz

project, a Government to Business (G2B) portal

is being set up to serve as a one stop shop for

delivery of services to the investors and

address the needs of the business and industry

from inception through the entire life cycle of

the business. States are focusing on ease of

doing business and cutting down on

paperwork and clearances required to set-up a

business.

2.2 AVIATION INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Growth in Passenger Traffic

In terms of market size, the Indian Aviation

industry is among the top 10 in the world,

valued at USD 16 Bn. In line with the economic

indicators, civil aviation industry has also

witnessed an uptrend. The passenger traffic in

India achieved 190 Mn. mark in 2014-15. Over

the last 6 years the domestic passenger traffic

has grown from 77 Mn. in FY09 to 139 Mn. in

FY15 at a CAGR of ~10 percent, while

international passenger traffic has grown at a

CAGR of ~8.8% in the same period. India is

among the five fastest-increasing markets,

after China and the US, in terms of additional

passengers per year.

In consonance with the trend in GDP growth,

India retained the top slot as the fastest

growing domestic air traffic market in

September 2015 with a passenger growth of

13.2% over last year. Passenger growth in India

was the highest amongst countries including

Australia, Brazil, China, Japan, Russia and the

US. India s Revenue Passenger Kilometre

(RPK) growth in Nov. 2015 v/c Nov. 2014 for

the domestic passenger market was 25%,

highest amongst the global economics. The

strong results reflect notable increase in

service frequencies and ongoing economic

strength.

The freight traffic in India crossed 2.5 MT mark

during 2014-15. In conjunction with passenger

& freight, aircraft movement also swelled. It

crossed 1.6 Mn. mark (0.34 Mn. International

and 1.26 Mn. domestic) during 2014-15.
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Figure 3: Growth in Passenger Traffic in India

Source: AAI

Figure 4: Domestic Passenger Market Comparison of Nov 2015 vs. Nov 2014

Source: IATA
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• Two greenfield airports, Itanagar Airport in

Arunachal Pradesh and Pakyong Airport in

Sikkim, also came up in the last two years

• Few Airports such as Imphal and

Bhubaneshwar underwent upgradation to

operate international flights and have been

declared as International Airports

The AAI has further planned to spend INR 1,973

Cr. in FY16. This investment has been used for

operations such as resurfacing of the runway

at the Chennai airport for INR 41 Cr. and

construction of a perimeter road in Surat for

INR 7 Cr.

Focus this year, however, has shifted to Tier III

Cities. India s Ministry of Civil Aviation is

developing five small airports at tier II and tier

III cities across the country. Hubli and Belgaum

in Karnataka, Kishangarh in Rajasthan,

Jharsuguda in Odisha and Tezu in Arunachal

Pradesh were identified as locations for new

airports. The above locations were identified

based on the areas  population, availability of

land and potential for tourism and industry.

2. New Airlines

At present, Air India (6 ATRs and 3 CRJs), Jet

Airways (18 ATRs) and Spice Jet (14

Bombardier Q400) have smaller aircrafts in

their fleet catering to regional or short routes.

However, the trend seems to be shifting as 16

new airlines received NOC in 2014 and six new

airlines started operations in India in 2015.

3. Policy Changes

Government allowed 100 percent FDI for

Greenfield Airport Development. The foreign

direct investment (FDI) inflows in air transport

(including air freight) during April 2000 to

March 2014 stood at USD 495 Mn., according

to the data with the Department of Industrial

Policy and Promotion (DIPP).

4. Market Deals & Funding

In November 2013, Etihad bought a 24 per cent

stake in Jet Airways for USD 379 Mn. With a 21

per cent share of the country s booming

international air travel market, the two airlines

together offer more flights to and from India

than any other airline. Also, Indigo, India's

largest airline with over 33% of domestic

passenger market share, launched its IPO in

October, 2015. It was the biggest IPO in the

country in nearly three years.

Moreover, regulatory framework of Indian Civil

Aviation has been robust with the Airports

Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA),

which is a statutory body constituted under

the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of

India Act, 2008 to determine tariff for

aeronautical services, development fees and

passenger service fee, completing 7 years of

existence.

Growth Potential of Indian Aviation

Historically, there has been a strong

correlation between the Global Economy and

the Aviation Industry. As it can be seen from

the graph below, Revenue Passenger

Kilometres (RPK) growth closely follows

Industrial Production growth.
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Figure 5: New Airlines that started operations in India

Note: The above is a non-exhaustive list

More specifically, with the India Government's

focus and policy on "Make in India", the

industrial production is expected to boost the

RPK further in India. Nevertheless, the

growth trend in Indian Aviation Industry is just

the beginning of unlocking of tremendous

potential. India s potential can be gauged from

Figure 7 which throws light on how India has

the potential to reach China s present level of

0.30 trips per capita in 2034 from 0.07 trips per

capita at present.

Figure 6: Global Industrial Production and RPK Growth

Source: IATA, CPB World Trade Monitor
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Figure 7: Propensity to Travel Trips per Capita vs. Real GDP per Capita

Source: Sabre, IHS Economics, Airbus GMF2015

India has the potential to be the largest

aviation market by 2030, and the third-largest

by 2020. Civil aviation in the country has

expanded due to factors like the entry of low-

cost carriers, modernization of airports,

foreign direct investment in domestic airlines,

cutting-edge information technology and

increasing importance of regional connectivity.

Hence, as industry participants, we should

strive to make sure that the full potential of

this opportunity is realized.

Connectivity continues to be an important

parameter for the growth of civil aviation.

While till now, the Indian Aviation Industry s

growth was led by development of metro-to-

metro connectivity, the sector is now shifting

its focus to hub development. We are right

now in the early stages of developing hub-

feeder routes. This model will connect smaller

cities with the hubs and promote regional and

remote connectivity. Also the growth would be

more uniform, with inclusive growth of

northern and north eastern states along with

the southern and western states that house

many of the country's economic centres.

The next generation of aviation growth in India

will be triggered by regional and remote

airports. Regional and remote connectivity will

have a multiplier effect on economic growth,

tourism and employment. The need to

promote regional airports and airlines and

improve regional connectivity is the focus area

for the civil aviation ministry currently.

Figure 8: Evolution of Air Traffic Pattern in India
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3. REGIONAL	&	REMOTE	CONNECTIVITY	

OVERVIEW

3.1 DEFINITION OF REGIONAL &

REMOTE CONNECTIVITY

With regards to air connectivity, regional/

remote areas are defined as those that though

they exhibit a latent demand for air travel - are

under-served or un-served. Additionally, they

also include areas that are not adequately

connected through surface transportation

including parts of the country with difficult

terrain (hilly), separated by large water bodies

(islands) and areas with security (including left

wing extremists related) concerns.

In India, regional and remote areas are identified

by the Route Dispersal Guidelines established by

the Central Government in 1994. These

guidelines classify routes into four categories:

Category-I, II, II A and III.

Primarily, routes under Category II, II-A and III are

intended to connect regional and remote areas

in India. However, the present classification of

these routes is very broad and generic. There is a

need for more precise categorization by

identifying an exhaustive list of regional and

remote locations. The following parameters can

be used as identifiers to recognize these

locations:

Sizeable Population These are towns with a

certain minimum population, where there is a

dormant demand for air travel. Along with

promoting the growth of these towns,

connectivity to these regions is expected to

impact a larger base and help develop

neighbouring regions as well.  For example,

cities such as Kanpur, Ludhiana, and Kota are still

not connected through air transport.

Tourism potential Places with tourism

potential can see significant growth if connected

by air. Some existing tourist destinations

(National parks, wildlife sanctuaries etc.) or

pilgrimage destinations are not easily accessible

through traditional modes of travel due to their

location/ terrain of surrounding areas. Providing

air connectivity to such regions would make

travel more convenient and time-effective, in

turn increasing demand. For example, some of

the popular tourist havens such as Darjeeling,

Jaisalmer, Munnar, Hampi, and Kodaikanal have

no air connectivity currently.

Figure 9: Categorization of routes as per Route Dispersal Guidelines (RDG)

Routes under Category - I Routes under Category - II Routes under Category III

Mumbai Bengaluru

Kolkata Delhi

Mumbai Kolkata

Kolkata Bengaluru

Mumbai Delhi

Kolkata Chennai

Mumbai Hyderabad

Delhi Bengaluru

Mumbai Chennai

Delhi Hyderabad

Delhi Chennai

Mumbai Trivandrum

Routes connecting stations in

North-East region, Jammu &

Kashmir, Andaman & Nicobar

and Lakshadweep

Routes other than those in

Category I and Category II
Routes under Category - IIA

Routes exclusively within

North-East region, Jammu &

Kashmir, Andaman & Nicobar

and Lakshadweep; Kochi

Agatti - Kochi

Source: MoCA
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Economic / Business potential Demand for air

travel is in accordance with income levels. Thus

presence of manufacturing industries,

agricultural industries, educational institutions,

government or service sector industries like

finance, hospitality, IT etc. would signify latent

demand for air connectivity. For example, cities

such as Roorkee, an industrial and educational

town in Uttarakhand, still do not have an airport.

The closest airports are the Dehradun airport (70

km.) and the Delhi airport (190 km.). A number

of industrial towns, like Jamshedpur in

Jharkhand and Bareilly in UP, have airports that

cater to only chartered flights and/or

unscheduled flights to limited destinations.

Additionally, there are many upcoming

industrial hubs that can witness faster and

magnified growth if connected by air. Under the

Industrial Corridor Project of Make in India

Campaign, five corridors including Delhi-

Mumbai Industrial Corridor, Bengaluru- Mumbai

Economic Corridor, Vizag-Chennai Industrial

corridor, etc. are being developed. For most of

these projects, nodes have been identified

where master planning has initiated. However,

majority of these towns selected as nodes do not

have air connectivity. Some of these towns are

Pooneri (TN), Krishnapatnam (AP), etc.

Figure 10: Examples of Upcoming Industrial Hubs in Make in India  without Air Connectivity

Source: Auctus Advisors Analysis Industrial hubs

Airports
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3.2 CURRENT STATUS OF R&R

CONNECTIVITY IN INDIA

The Route Dispersal Guidelines of 1994 mention

that any airline operating a scheduled air

transport service in the country on routes

indicated in Category-I would be required to

provide a minimum of scheduled air transport

service on Category-II and III routes as indicated

below:

• On Category - II routes, at least 10% of the

capacity deployed in Category - I routes

• On Category - IIA routes, at least 10% of the

capacity deployed in Category - II routes

• On Category - III routes, at least 50% of the

capacity deployed in Category - I routes

RDGs have been successful in achieving the

targets set and have resulted in significant

connectivity to remote regions and continue to

do so. This is reflected in the monthly RDG

compliance data published by DGCA for

November 2015.

As seen in the exhibit below, the current

deployment in Category-III routes far exceeds

RDG requirements. Also, in Category-II routes,

while state capitals have garnered a large share

of the pie, non-state capitals have not been

adequately connected. Essentially, the

commercial airlines have cherry-picked within

the broad range of Category-II destinations to

meet the minimum requirements; thus

concentrating on certain profitable routes only.

This has resulted in excellent connectivity to

some areas that were previously un-served or

under-served but has left some areas neglected.

The Government is aware that it will take a lot

more than the existing efforts to make regional

and remote connectivity viable and a reality.

However, first let s understand the need to

develop air connectivity to such regions.

3.3 NEED TO DEVELOP AIR

CONNECTIVITY TO R&R AREAS

Air connectivity to remote and regional areas

not only results in balanced development

through time-effective flow of tangible benefits

(goods and services) and intangible benefits

(culture and information) from urban centres,

but also has various economic and social

benefits.

3.3.1 Economic benefits through

development of air connectivity

Air connectivity has a huge positive economic

impact driven by several reasons. As per a study

by International Civil Aviation Organization

(ICAO), every INR 1 spent on air transport

contributes as much as INR 3.25 to the economy

and every 1 job in aviation results in 6.10 jobs in

the economy overall.

There are primarily four main types of economic

benefits generated through better air

connectivity: direct benefits, indirect benefits,

induced benefits and catalytic benefits.

Figure 11: RDG Compliance DATA- November 2015

ASKM Deployment (%) of Category I

Airline Cat III Cat IIA Cat II

Air India + Alliance Air 99 2 20

Jet Airways + JetLite 69 1 12

Spice Jet 104 1 24

Go Air 160 1 52

Indigo 121 1 22

Vistara 75 1 13

Air Asia 423 8 63

GRDG Requirement 50% 1% 10%

Source: DGCA
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Figure 12: Contribution of Aviation Industry to Economic Growth

Impact Description

Direct

Operations of airlines and airports (technical support and handling, catering, fuel,

security and cleaning); commercial activities (shopping, restaurants, car rentals,

parking); land transport and air cargo

Indirect

Sub supplies including wholesalers providing food for in-flight catering, oil refining

activities for jet fuel, companies providing legal and accounting services to airlines,

travel agents etc.

Induced

Impacts of income generated by direct and indirect activities. For example, an airline

employee might spend his income on groceries, child care, home renovations etc.

which in turn would generate employment in wide range of sectors.

Catalytic

Captures the way in which airports facilitates the business of other sectors of the

economy. For example:

1. Location impacts commercial investments decisions

2. Tourism and trade

3. Productivity Air transportation offers access to new markets, economies of scale

and enables companies to attract and retain high quality talent

A. Direct, Indirect and Induced Economic

Benefits of Air Connectivity

Airports are natural job intensive locations

which have a direct impact on the economy.

The positive economic impact of air

connectivity has been recognized worldwide

• In a study conducted by Airports Council

International Europe (ACI Europe) in

January, 2015, it was revealed that Europe s

airports contribute to the employment of

12.3 Mn. people earning USD 434 Bn.

annually. Overall, they generate USD 803

Bn. of GDP each year accounting for 4.1%

of GDP in Europe. For every 10% increase in

air connectivity, GDP per capita has been

lifted by 0.5%

• Among peer countries, aviation sector in

China contributes to ~0.8% of national GDP

while providing employment to 4.8 Mn.

people

• According to a study done by CDM Smith,

the airport in Valdosta (a small town of

137,000 inhabitants in Georgia State, USA)

has created 260 direct jobs and generates

economic output of USD 25.1 Mn. for the

city

Figure 13: Passengers handled vs. Jobs created per airport

Source: Economic Impact studies of airports, studies published in last 10 years have been used
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Figure 14: Passengers handled vs. Economic Value added

Source: Economic Impact studies of airports, studies published in last 10 years have been used

Likewise, the positive economic benefits of air

connectivity have also been recognized and

appreciated in India. The two largest airports in

India (Delhi and Mumbai) together handle over

50% of total domestic pax base in India. The

contribution of these airports to economic

growth has been phenomenal.

• Based on the study conducted by National

Council of Applied Economic Research

(NCAER), Delhi airport contributes ~0.4% of

India s GDP and provides employment to

~1.6 Mn. jobs directly or indirectly. It is

expected to contribute 0.7% of national

GDP by 2020

• Similarly, Mumbai airport contributes

~0.45% to national GDP while providing

employment to ~1.4 Mn. people

Figure 15: Economic impact of Delhi and Mumbai Airports

Delhi Airport Mumbai Airport

Parameter Impact Parameter Impact

Contribution to national

GDP

0.4% Contribution to national

GDP

0.45%

Contribution to state GDP 13.5% Contribution to state GDP 3.4%

Jobs created

Direct 49,000 Direct 64,000

Multiplier impact 418,000 Multiplier impact 452,000

Tourism and Investment 958,000 Tourism and Investment 1,062,000

Source: NCAER
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B. Catalytic Economic Benefits of Air

Connectivity

Air connectivity enables the regional centres to

put themselves on radar of global firms, that find

these centres attractive growth markets. It also

helps in flowing cargo, investment and human

capital more freely across borders, improving

returns on investment for some projects and

boosting production and trade. Some of the

industries which are likely to emerge in a

substantial manner in these centres can be:

Tourism India s share in world tourism remains

a paltry 1% in spite of having as many as 32 World

Heritage sites alone. With 7 Mn tourist arrivals,

India was ranked 40th while Thailand stood at 10th

with 27 Mn. tourist arrivals. To promote tourism,

the Government has relaxed visa norms and

undertaken various marketing initiatives.

However, connectivity remains a bottleneck in

tapping this economic opportunity. A case in

point is Shimla which is visited by ~2 Mn. tourists

every year but has no air connectivity.

E-Commerce Since the e-Commerce industry is

fast rising, changes can be seen over the years.

The sector in India has grown by 34% (CAGR)

since 2009 to touch USD 16.4 Bn. in 2014. It is

expected to be in the range of USD 22 Bn. in

2015. Today, 60-70% of the total orders for e-

retailers are from Tier-II and Tier-III cities. In

coming years, as internet presence increases in

rural areas, rural India will yield more e-

commerce business. However, poor air

connectivity, especially in remote areas with

larger population, is one of the major problems

faced by Indian e-retailers currently. Regional

and remote air connectivity will help e-retailers

cope with this issue and fuel growth of e-

commerce. Cities such as Kanpur, Ludhiana and

Kota are the prime candidates for air transport

which not only have sizeable population but have

also seen fast growth in their economy in the past

few years.

Manufacturing The Government is working

towards making India a global manufacturing hub

and air connectivity between regional hubs for

different industries will help achieve this goal. A

parallel development of long-thin routes because

of business travel requirements between

dispersed industry hubs, such as the Chennai-

Ahmedabad and Chennai-Aurangabad auto-

industry hubs and the Mumbai-Coimbatore

textile hubs is expected. India s long-thin routes

are served today by hop-over flights a metro 1

to metro 2 to tier 1 or 2 town. However, this

increases flying time and passenger

inconvenience because of hub-congestion

delays. With regional and remote connectivity

international and business travel will spur further

demand on long-thin routes.

3.4 SOCIAL BENEFITS THROUGH

DEVELOPMENT OF AIR CONNECTIVITY

Easy movement of masses between regions

promotes social cohesion. Given India s

geographical spread interspersed with deserts,

seas, forests and hilly terrain, regional and

remote area air connectivity can play a crucial

role in this context. In addition, the air transport

network facilitates the delivery of emergency and

humanitarian aid relief, and ensures a swift

delivery of medical supplies and organs for

transplantation.

This need for R&R connectivity is thus, well

recognized. Hence, a step in the same direction

has been taken recently by the Government by

releasing the draft revised Aviation Policy, which

will come to effect from April 1, 2016. In its draft

National Aviation policy, the Government lays

out a vision of creating an ecosystem that

enables 300 million domestic ticket sales by

2022. This envisages taking air travel to the

masses of the country and is in line with the focus

on inclusive growth .
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4. POLICY	MEASURES	TO	ENHANCE	AIR	

CONNECTIVITY

Figure 16: Timeline of GOI s efforts towards R&R connectivity

4.1 EFFORTS TOWARDS PROMOTING

R&R CONNECTIVITY IN INDIA

The Central Government of India has led

multiple efforts to understand, evaluate and

adopt policy measures to facilitate the growth

of the aviation industry in general and expand

the reach and frequency of air connectivity to

regional / remote areas in particular. While

RDG was able to take air connectivity to new

places, many Tier II and Tier III towns remain

untouched and hence the GoI has brought in a

new civil aviation policy to further boost

connectivity in India.

4.2 R&R CONNECTIVITY ACTIONS

UNDER REVISED CIVIL AVIATION

POLICY

Regional and remote connectivity is a separate

policy domain under Civil Aviation Policy 2015.

Key highlights of the policy include:

• Enhancement of air connectivity by

introducing regional connectivity scheme

(RCS) which will be funded by regional

connectivity fund (RCF)

• Revival of un-served or under-served

airstrips and aerodromes

• Viability Gap Funding (VGF) for scheduled

commuter airlines

• RCS to come into effect from 1st April 2016

• Reduction of VAT on ATF, airport charges

and other concessions

1995 2003 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Route dispersal

guidelines

established

Naresh Chandra

committee report

established

Rohit Nandan

committee report

established

Report of working group

on civil aviation

MoCA report on

promotion of Regional

and Remote

connectivity

Draft civil aviation

policy

Revised draft civil

aviation policy
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Figure 17: Steps taken towards R&R connectivity

Levers Policy domain Steps taken
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s Regional

Connectivity

Scheme (RCS)

• All-inclusive airfare not exceeding INR 2,500 per passenger, indexed to

inflation for a one-hour flight on RCS routes, will be targeted by MoCA

• Revival of air strips, depending on demand

• No-Frills Airports will be done at a cost not exceeding INR 50 Cr.,

mostly through AAI

• Requirement of 12% project IRR will be relaxed for revival of these

airports, wherever the airport is under AAI control

• RCS will be made operational only in those States which reduce VAT

on ATF at these airports to 1% or less

Role of state

government

• State Government will provide free land and multi-modal hinterland

connectivity (road, rail, metro, waterways, etc.) as required

• Police and fire services to be provided by state government free of

cost

• Power, water and other utilities to be provided at substantially

concessional rates

Flight

operations

under RCS

• No airport charges levied to be levied on SCA for their operations

• Service Tax on tickets under RCS to be exempted

• ATF drawn by SCA s from the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS)

airports shall be exempt from excise duty

• Viability Gap Funding (VGF) indexed to ATF prices and inflation to be

provided for a particular route

• VGF to be shared between MoCA and the State Government in the

ratio of 80:20
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s Regional

Connectivity

Fund (RCF)

• MoCA s share of VGF will be provided through the Regional

Connectivity Fund; RCF will be funded by a levy of 2% on all domestic

and international tickets from 1st January 2016 onwards

• For countries partly or fully within 5000 km radius, where domestic

airlines have not fully utilized their quota, additional seats above

existing bilateral rights would be allotted by bidding out these rights

for a three-year period, without requiring reciprocity, the proceeds of

which will go to Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF)

Scheduled

Commuter

Airlines

• Government will promote the growth of SCA for efficient regional

connectivity. The eligibility criteria for SCA in terms of paid-up capital

will be kept at INR 2 Cr. to facilitate easy entry of new players.

• SCA shall have aircraft with capacity of 100 seats or less; No

restrictions on number of aircraft for an SCA

Helicopters

and Charter

options

• Government will facilitate the development of four heli-hubs initially,

across the country to promote regional connectivity

• Government will promote the use of seaplanes for growth of tourism

and regional connectivity, along India s 7,500 km coastline.

• Growth of charter operations to be promoted; They play a vital role in

bringing in high end tourists into India and thus promoting regional

connectivity within India
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The revised Aviation Policy aims to make flying

affordable for the masses. It is a

comprehensive policy and is on similar line

with efforts that other countries are making to

promote regional and remote connectivity.

4.3 INITIATIVES BY STATE

GOVERNMENTS TOWARDS R&R

CONNECTIVITY

Though Civil Aviation Policy 2015 emphasises

on the role of state governments in enhancing

R&R connectivity across the country, there are

few states which have already taken necessary

initiatives towards this challenge. States like

Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Chhattisgarh

have taken steps like initiation of Intra-state

flight services, development of regional airport

infrastructure etc.

Madhya Pradesh was the first state to start

intra state flight services in the year 2011

followed by Gujarat in 2015. Some State

Governments have taken sincere steps in

making regional connectivity work

successfully. This has led to emergence of few

regional airlines such as Mehair in

Maharashtra and Ventura AirConnect in

Gujarat backed by subsidies. This ecosystem is

developing well and recently saw a partnership

announced between Mehair and Ventura

AirConnect for smooth functioning of Intra -

state flight operations in Gujarat. Apart from

this state government of Madhya Pradesh and

Gujarat have robust future plans to increase

the fleet size of Intra-state air services and

frequency of flying. Madhya Pradesh

government has planned to add 2 aircrafts

every alternate month and eventually increase

the fleet size to 19 aircrafts in next 3 years.

Number of seats in these aircrafts is also

proposed to be increased from 9 to 11.

Figure 18: Initiatives by state governments for R&R connectivity

Domain Steps Taken

Intra

State

Flight

• First intra state flight in 2011

• Invited bids from operators and choose Ventura

AirConnect on the basis of minimum subsidy bidder

per seat

• It flies 50 weekly 9 seater flights; since 2011 it has

operated 8,000 flights with 35,000 passengers

Incentives

and

Subsidies

• State government underwrites three seats on each

sector; has paid an average INR 4,402 per seat subsidy

towards underwritten seats

• Reimburses VAT uplifted from any city within the state;

Paid INR 1.49 crore in form of VAT reimbursement to

the private operator in the past three years

• Offers marketing support by State Tourism

Development Corporation

Assistance

from AAI

• Sought concession in landing, parking and air traffic

control charges from the AAI for the first five years

(2011-2016) of operations to make the assistance

viable

Madhya Pradesh
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State governments can thus play an important

role in enhancing R&R connectivity in terms of

introduction of intra flight services, subsidies

on ticket prices, reduction of taxes and

financial support for airport infrastructure.

Civil Aviation Policy 2015 covers most of these

initiatives and therefore, can be successful in

promotion of regional connectivity if

implemented successfully.

4.4 LESSONS FROM INTERNATIONAL

POLICIES TOWARDS R&R

CONNECTIVITY

Most of the large countries face the problem

of regional and remote connectivity. It is

worthwhile to look at other countries

experience in this domain.

Domain Steps Taken

Taxes
• State Government reduced the VAT rate on aviation

fuel from 25 per cent to 5 per cent

Exemption

of charges

• Government offered sops which included exemption

of landing and parking charges

Airport

Infrastru-

cture

• In 2013, the State Government had signed a

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with AAI to

establish an airport at Raigarh

• State government has allotted 400 acres of land to

AAI for expansion of Raipur Airport

• In 2014, Chhattisgarh Aviation Department

sanctioned Rs 1.36 crore to AAI to provide night

landing facility on the Jagdalpur airstrip

• Proposal to set up airports in Bilaspur (land

acquisition completed), Jagdalpur and Ambikapur

Domain Steps Taken

Intra

State Flight

• Invited initial bids for intra state flight in 2012;

Bidding was based on lowest subsidy per flying

hours unlike MP

• Began its first inter-state flight in Jan 2015 with

Mehair as operator

• Mehair received 20 per cent as subsidy from the

Gujarat Government on clocking of minimum 100

hours

• It has only flight in its fleet now which flies 3-4 a day

in weekdays; Capacity is of 9 seats

Taxes

• In 2011, Gujarat government reduced the tax on ATF

from the current 30 per cent (for duty paid ATF) and

38 per cent (for bonded ATF) to 5 per cent when sold

from cities other than Ahmedabad and Vadodara for

scheduled commercial airlines service flights

Gujarat
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Figure 19: International efforts towards R&R connectivity
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In US and Australia, local communities are

encouraged to identify their air service

deficiencies and propose an appropriate

solution. The Government then subsidies and

assists in implementation of air service

initiatives proposed in grant applications.

While in UK, Government invites bids from

airlines to provide a start-up aid. It is a fair and

transparent process where airlines can decide

to operate on a particular route which may be

economically unviable at present but provides

value for money in long term. The start-up aid

acts as a grant to incentivize airlines to connect

remote regions in UK.

Based on the policies in these countries we can

understand that most of the steps are taken in

five major areas:

1. Tax Benefits: Tax exemption tickets, fuel

revenues etc.

2. Subsidies: Subsidies to carriers for serving

certain specific destinations in terms of

airport fees, marketing costs, subsidy on

seats etc.

3. Infrastructure development: Programs to

improve infrastructure and logistics of

airports including upgrades.

4. Dedicated communities working towards

regional connectivity: A team working

exclusively for R&R connectivity help

significantly improve regional air aviation

conditions.

5. Partnership across stakeholders:

Partnership between state and central

government is imperative from the view

that true benefit of R&R connectivity is

associated with State.

While most of these steps have been covered

under the revised civil aviation policy 2015, a

dedicated team for R&R connectivity and

emphasis on involvement of state and local

Governments are still options open for

Governments persual.
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5. PROPOSED	ROAD-MAP

5.1 R&R CONNECTIVITY IN CONTEXT

OF AVIATION POLICY VISION

The draft National Aviation Policy, 2015 has

articulated its vision for the Indian aviation

sector: To create an eco-system to enable 30

Cr. domestic ticketing by 2022 and 50 Cr. by

2027. Similarly, international ticketing to

increase to 20 Cr. by 2027.

30 Cr. domestic ticketing translates into traffic

growth of more than 20% y-o-y till 2022. Given

that traffic has grown at 10% CAGR over last 6

years, achieving this vision will require

significant acceleration in growth. We must

also take note of the fact that growth in the

past has largely been driven by Top 10 cities.

Share of Top 10 cities in total traffic increased

from ~67% in 2001 to 78% by 2010, before

plateauing. Number of airports which had non-

zero traffic was 68 in 2001 and could reach only

82 by 2010, before stagnating. Some cities

such as Jaisalmer and Mysore in fact saw

airlines stopping a regular flight to these

airports.

It is thus evident that, R&R connectivity

doesn t feature prominently in Indian aviation

story till now and its high time that it gets its

due and could contribute towards achieving

the vision. To bring adequate focus on R&R

connectivity, it is thus critical to have a

separate vision and targets carved out for it.

This would entail either setting a similar target

on either (a) number of domestic tickets sold

or (b) share of R&R connectivity in overall

traffic or (c) coverage in terms of number of

new airports added.

Significant thought and effort needs to be put

in understanding the true potential of R&R

connectivity.

Once the vision for R&R connectivity is in place,

rest of the roadmap shall follow and involve

the following:

• Identifying the areas/airports to be

developed under R&R connectivity

• Phasing of the development efforts

• Providing appropriate sops and removing

the hurdles

• Implementation

Having such a roadmap in place shall be helpful

in inspiring confidence in all stakeholders

around R&R connectivity.
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Figure 20: Contribution of Top 10 cities to National Domestic Traffic

Metros

Domestic Passenger Air Traffic

2014-15

(Lakhs)

2009-10

(Lakhs)

2000-01

(Lakhs)

Delhi 310 178 48

Mumbai 260 174 65

Bangalore 110 80 23

Chennai 100 67 20

Kolkata 85 68 20

Hyderabad 80 48 17

Cochin 45 16 8

Ahmedabad 35 27 7

Goa 32 22 8

Pune 32 22 4

Total Domestic Traffic 1393 891 329

Metro Traffic as % of Total Domestic Traffic 78% 79% 67%

Source: DGCA, AAI

5.2 IDENTIFYING R&R POTENTIAL

As highlighted, R&R connectivity is broadly

defined as air transport services to the un-

served and underserved market. It s

imperative to have a more comprehensive

definition of R&R connectivity so as to enable

identification of potential markets. Also,

proper definition will help us to assess our

current base situation and how much more is

to be achieved. A detailed definition can be

formed along the below mentioned

parameters.

Once we have identified these markets, we

need to follow up with a detailed viability study

involving measuring of traffic potential and

investment requirements.

Figure 21: Type of routes and support required under R&R connectivity
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5.3 PHASING & INVESTMENT

PLANNING

We shall appropriately phase out the

development of routes under RCS so as to

target the quick wins first and then move on to

more challenging routes. Quick win routes will

involve routes which have at least limited

infrastructure already and show market

potential.

With a visibility on number of airports/routes

that need to be taken-up under RCS,

investment requirements and funding plans

can be put in place. Additionally, as new

physical infrastructure gets created, a complex

task will be to run their operations efficiently

and maintain them on ongoing basis. Parallel

planning shall be undertaken on skilling so that

adequate technicians, ATC operators, ground

handling staff, IT professionals, maintenance

staff etc. are available. This, in particular, is

critical as part of the mission articulated in the

aviation policy is to provide safe and secure

travel .

Also, Policy proposes a VGF fund, with 80%

central govt. contribution raised by levying 2%

tax on domestic and international tickets to

support development of such routes. With

passenger revenue of more than INR 50,000

Cr. in FY15, mop-up for the fund shall be in the

upwards of INR 10,00Cr. Assuming subsidy is

given on per seat basis and is initially at INR

1000/seat, we can potentially subsidise

upwards of 10 Mn. seats per annum. Planning

for rolling out this scheme thus should happen

at war footing to ensure ramp-up and

utilization of funds.

Figure 22: Roadmap
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Figure 23: Breakup of the typical Airfare of INR 4,000 for an hour long flight

Source: Auctus Advisors Analysis

5.4 SOPS AND REMOVAL OF HURDLES

National Aviation Policy has proposed a host of

sops and measures to support R&R

connectivity. These sops are material in nature

and aimed at increasing propensity to fly on

one hand and making these routes attractive

for airlines on the other. However, some of

these measures may require some more

thought.

• Capping Air tickets at INR 2,500: The

proposed all-inclusive cap of INR 2,500 on

airfare is even lower than the 1st AC Train

fare for the longer routes covered by one

hour flights (600 800 km). The cap on air

ticket should be linked to distance travelled

• Fare Cap on all Tickets: Current policy

envisages a INR 2,500 cap on all tickets of

less than one hour long flights. However,

since there is a high risk of a lower load

factor on regional routes, more flexibility

should be given to airlines for pricing the

tickets. The cap should be applicable to a

fixed proportion of seats and airlines should

be given flexibility of pricing rest of the

seats

• Use of VGF funds: Currently, sole purpose

of VGF funds is to provide airlines with

subsidy to fly on R&R routes. While priority

should still be this, certain amount of funds

can also be used for a) airport infrastructure

development b) programs for skilling

people in aviation c) fund operational

expense of the airport and d) maintenance

and upkeep of airports e) enhancing surface

connectivity to airports

• State level Incentives: Policy asks for major

concessions from states including VAT and

sales tax exemption and 20% contribution

to VGF fund. Interest and willingness of

states to divert resources for R&R

connectivity remains to be gauged and may

differ vastly across states. Moreover, more

clarity is required on sales tax related

subsidy given that sales tax is likely to be

replaced by GST in near future
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Figure 24: Railway Ticket prices for AC First Class

Source: Auctus Advisors Analysis

Apart from the incentives which form part of

the aviation policy, there are still some new as

well as longstanding points that need to be

looked into

• Review of Route Dispersal Guideline

mechanism: - This regulatory requirement

may in fact be discontinued with and be

replaced by a more comprehensive R&R

connectivity program

• Relaxation on the minimum fleet & staff

requirements without compromising on

safety / security for small operators - This

can be relaxed by providing a longer

horizon for the airline to expand the fleet

i.e. the need for 3 aircraft after 2 years can

be removed while retaining the

requirement for 5 aircraft at the end of 5

years

• Channelizing the revenue received from

Delhi & Mumbai airports to create

infrastructure for Regional Airports - Delhi

& Mumbai airports provide revenue share

upward of INR 2,000 Cr. per year to AAI

15-20% of which can be earmarked for

developing infrastructure or providing

airline subsidies

• Inclusion of 120 seater planes The policy

should also include concessions and capital

support to 120 seater planes, which

typically form the fleet of the national

carriers

• RCS scheme to include cargo airlines too -

Air cargo traffic currently at ~1Mn tonne

per annum can also be a big driver for

growth. VGF scheme can look at subsidising

air cargo movement as well.  For e.g. high

potential for promoting cargo traffic

between agriculture centres specializing in

fresh produce and the rest of India.

While incentives rolled-out are welcomed by

industry, it s important to make sure that

incentives such as waiver of airport fees do not

violate the current contracts, agreements and

commitments.

5.5 IMPLEMENTATION

In the context of India, time and again, we have

seen that policies take the industry only so far.

In a country as geographically, socially,

culturally and politically diverse as ours, it

becomes imperative for establishment of a

nodal agency for undertaking a thorough effort

to promote and encourage the R&R

connectivity through sustained dialogues

with industry stakeholders. In order to achieve

this, we recommend the creation of a

dedicated department in MoCA. This

department shall be equipped with

appropriate authority, talent, political capital

and funds to implement the agenda. Main

activities of the task force shall be as below:

Distance Rajdhani/ Duronto Mail/Express

600 km  2,334  2,039

700 km  2,605  2,279

800 km  2,861  2,502
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Figure 25: Implementation roadmap

However, ensuring active participation of

states shall become the key priority of the

department in initial phases. Department will

need to work closely with states to make sure

that states are willing and are able to

implement the tax and other benefits for the

scheme. Recently, smart city challenge was

effective in fostering healthy completion

amongst states and a similar program can be

designed for shortlisting of routes under RCS

program.

As an industry stakeholder, PHD Chamber of

Commerce & Industry strongly believes in the

enormous potential of the Indian aviation

industry and we are specifically buoyed by

the prospects for Remote & Regional

connectivity.

The impetus on policy kick-started by the new

Government, if followed-up with concrete

steps to support the implementation and

operationalization of the R&R policy under the

leadership of the Minister of Civil Aviation can

reap rich dividends for the industry and the

country.

Critical to have active involvement by states and ensure that

states are willing and are able to implement the tax and other

benefits for the scheme.
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